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Chessie and her kittens, who feature on this month’s cover, are 
something of a legend in American railroad history– so much so 
that an entire book has been devoted to them. Thomas Dixon 
wrote an extensive history on how Chessie became the repre-
sentative of the Chesapeake and Ohio RR and appeared in 
timetables, posters, calendars and other publicity. Page after 
page of color images of Chessie, her 2 kittens (Nip & Tuck) and 
her husband, Peake fill the book. When America entered WWII, 
Peake enlisted in the Army. Much artwork centered around 
Peake away in the service while Chessie was at home, doing 
her part for the war effort (she was America's Sleep Warden). 
The best of the calendar artwork was done by Charles E. 
Bracker: Peake Joins The Service, Peake's Favorite Pin-up Girl 
(Chessie, of course), Chessie's Hero and Together Again!. 
These vintage pieces inspired Americans at home and on the 
front - the Terminal Tower in Cleveland, Ohio (HQ of C&O) was 
flooded with letters addressed to Chessie and to Peake. 
But, as Ogden Nash wrote: 

The trouble with a kitten’s that 
It eventually becomes a cat. 
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Petrol Electric rail motors which later be-
came DERMs (Diesel Electric Rail Mo-
tors). In the US these wannabee DERMs 
were lovingly known to some as Jimmy 
Diesels. (Perhaps that nickname was de-
rived from GM, the maker of the motors.) 

3. Three questions: 

A. What was the most likely site for 
the rail motor depot? (easy question) 

B. What was the minimum number of 
motors that could have operated the 
tabled service?  (easy question) 

C. What were the most likely locations 
of depots for engineers (i.e. drivers)? 
(hard question) 

4. What is the minimum number of rail 
motors that could have operated the ser-
vices over the three little branch lines 
shown in Tables 23 & 39? (Isn’t it bad 

C hessie was the name of the cat that 
appeared on the United States’ 
Chesapeake & Ohio Lines’ (C.&O.) 

timetables from her introduction in 1933 
until Amtrak took over the running of 
nearly all US long-distance passenger ser-
vices in 1971. She also appeared in virtu-
ally all of the Chessie system’s advertising. 
Calendars featuring Chessie have become 
extremely collectable in the States, particu-
larly those from after 1935 which also 
feature Chessie’s two kittens. Chessie soon 
epitomised the concept of a smooth jour-
ney, particularly in sleeping cars. She 
quickly came to be one of North America’s 
most recognisable advertising logos: a 
favourite of rail enthusiasts; adored by cat 
lovers; and admired by advertising men for 
her high-profile selling power! 

This article looks at the C.&O. public time-
table for November 8, 1936. As is to be 
expected Chessie and her kittens feature 
prominently on the cover. Nevertheless, 
are you annoyed by the invocation to Sleep 
like a Kitten AND ARRIVE Fresh as a 
Daisy? What an awful mixed metaphor! 
How can you be like an animal on the train 
but turn into a flower upon your arrival? 

C.&O. was one of the most historic of all 
the North American railroads. The banner 
in the bottom right-hand corner of the map 
refers to “George Washington’s Railroad”. 
This is because the Chessie system was a 
direct successor to the company that was 
set up by the US’s first President in the 
1780s so as to build the Patowmack Canal. 

Let us use the quiz format to look at some 
of the more interesting features of the 1936 
timetable. 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Why does the advert for the Chessie 
system’s famous train, “The F.F.V.”, fea-
ture the silhouettes of two historical char-
acters (right)? 

2. The photo (on our page 4) of the C.&O. 
Tavern Car shows three unusual features; 
what are they? (I don’t consider the fact 
that the photograph appears to have been 
taken in a rail yard [as evidenced by the 
lines on either side of the train] to be at all 
unusual. Rail yards were [and still are] 
often used for publicity snaps.) 

Table 12 shows the alternative route Rich-
mond-Virginia which is 39 miles (63 kms) 
longer than via the main line. All trains on 
this route were served by “Gas Electric 
Motor Trains”. Of course, gas is Ameri-
can-speak for petrol and, so, these rail 
motors were most likely to be some of the 
identical twins to the Victorian Railways’ 

Chessie the Cat, at three years old 
by ALBERT ISAACS. 

editing to have these two tables so far 
apart? Looking at Table 23 in isolation, it 
appears that trains 207 & 210 terminated/
commenced from G. & E. Junction rather 
than Marfrance.) 

5. On Table 36, why were loco hauled 
services operated over part of the route at 
practically the same times as the St. Al-
bans-Sharples rail motors? 

6. Why was Table 17, Gordonsville-
Strathmore, known as the VIRGINIA AIR 
LINE when it was obviously operated by a 
mixed train and certainly not by an aero-
plane? 

7. On Table 14, what problem was caused 
by trains 50 & 51 at Lorado? 

8. Why are there two indices in the timeta-
ble? 
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A NSWERS: 

1. “The F.F.V.” ran for many dec-
ades but there was much debate as 

to what the letters in the name stood for.  
The 1936 timetable suggests that it’s The 
Fast Flying Virginian but other sources say 
that it’s The Founding Fathers of Virginia.  
Ironically, the historical silhouettes match 
the latter name but not the former. 

2.  Most dining cars utilise only tables that 
seat four.  However, this Tavern Car ap-
pears to have given diners  a bit more room 
by having both four- and two-seat tables. 

The car could have had all the two-seat 
tables on one side of the aisle and the four-
seaters on the other, thus giving the car a 
straight aisle; but, no, the staggered table 
set-up means there’s a twisting walkway 
reminiscent of the passageways in the typi-
cal Australian roomette car. Not only does 
this make it easier for waiting staff to spill 
the soup all over diners, but imagine how 
passengers not used to walking through a 
moving vehicle would have trouble negoti-
ating the twists and turns. 

The tables had all been beautifully laid, 
just waiting for the photographer to im-
mortalize the layout.  However, look at the 
plates: all of those on the right-hand side of 
the aisle were an elegant white plate with 
what appears to be a company logo; those 
on the left, however, shows what is proba-
bly a portrait of George Washington, the 
hero of the C.&O.  (Incidentally, am I right 
in also assuming that all the prints on the 
walls also feature Washington?) 

3A.  Lynchburg. 

3B. Three.  One motor operated trains 12 
& 9 and laid over at Clifton Forge; another 

ran 33 & 32; the third started from Clifton 
Forge and operated 10 & 11. 

3C. Lynchburg would obviously have been 
one.  The length of the journeys suggests 
that it would have been most practical to 
have engineers depoted at another two 
places, and after a look at the map the most 
logical places would appear to have been 
Strathmore and Balcony Falls as these 
engineers could also have operated branch 
line services (Strathmore-Lindsay, Bremo-
Dillwyn and Warren-Esmont from Strath-
more; Balcony Falls-Lexington and Eagle 
Mountain-New Castle from Balcony 
Falls).  Now, assuming that the Employ-
ees’ Time Table (WTT, to you) tabled train  
9 to arrive one minute before it departed, 
then an engineer taking train 12 from 
Lynchburg to Richmond and train 9 from 
Richmond to Strathmore, would, intrigu-
ingly, have had a shift of exactly eight 
hours. 

4. Two.  I suspect that the rail motor depot 
would have been at Rainelle and that one 
motor ran trains 209 & 208, whilst the 
other motor ran all of the other six ser-
vices. 

5. This is another example of poor timeta-
ble layout.  When one reads Tables 36 & 
37 together, it is soon realised that the loco 
hauled services actually ran St. Albans-
Whitesville and return, with a side trip 
Seth-Prenter-Seth in the morning only.  
Table 37 is the only table in the timetable 
without train numbers but it would be logi-
cal for them to have retained numbers 218 
& 219 when on the branches. 

6. In North American railroad jargon an 
Air Line is a direct route.  The Air Line 
Gordonsville-Strathmore was 29 miles 

(46.6 kms) long.  Prior to its construction, 
the journey via Richmond would have 
been of 145 miles (233 kms). 

7. This train was only given one minute for 
the loco to turn around.  Were these ser-
vices actually run by a rail motor and not 
by a loco, as the timetable intimates (but 
intimates only by not referring to a rail 
motor)?  Table 24 also shows only two 
minutes for the turn around, and there are 
many other tables with less than a ten min-
ute turn around time; on Table 20, motor 
trains 142 & 143 are shown as having de-
parted just as soon as they had arrived. 

8. The first index, “Directory of Stations”, 
shows all places listed in the various ta-
bles; the second index contains places that 
are not noted anywhere else in the booklet.  
Are these minor flag stops/halts/RMSPs/
gates? Are they freight only stations? Are 
they former stations that had been closed 
by 1936?  Some of these places are quite 
close to other places on either index.  In-
triguingly, this second list is longer than 
the first. 

After many takeovers, in 1973 the former 
Chessie system became part of Conrail, 
one of the very few railroads to have been 
operated by the US Federal Government.  
The highest profiled of the other Govern-
ment railroads is, of course, the National 
Railroad Passenger Corporation, which, as 
Amtrak, now runs all long-distance passen-
ger services.  As well, there have also been 
a few US army rail lines.  The former 
Chessie system is now part of the large 
CSX railroad. 
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This article is a review of aspects of the 
New South Welsh Government Railways’ 
Public Timetable book of 1 November 
1970.  It is not a comprehensive review, 
rather it looks at one aspect of the services 
offered: that is why when so little effort 
could have produced better services, did 
they not bother?  Perhaps “diatribe” might 
be a better word than “review”.  Although 
it is NSWGR in 1970 which is the subject 
of my criticism here nearly 40 years after 
the event, similar comments could be of-
fered for many Australian systems at many 
periods of time, but especially of NSW and 
Queensland. 

I make one basic assumption in this article.  
It is that (with one minor exception, men-
tioned below) the frequency and standard 
of services was correct for the traffic offer-
ing.  This is a big assumption to make, but 
it is necessary for the purposes of the argu-
ment I will make.  The criticism is that, for 
no or negligible extra costs, decent connec-
tions could have been made.  I strongly 
believe that nothing irks passengers more 
than making them change and wait for 
huge periods of time at junctions.  But this 
is precisely what the NSWGR imposed on 
its passengers.  And it did so right when the 
fight with the private motor car for traffic 
was at its most intense.  In other words, for 
want of little effort, they gave the game 
away. 

Take the up service from Byrock on Tues-
days and Saturdays as an example.  As I 
said, my assumption is that the traffic only 
warranted a Mixed train, and let us express 
gratitude that the Railways provided this 
extra service in this direction on these days.  
But, why oh why, did they then impose a 
connection of 1 hour and 21 minutes at 
Nyngan?  Surely the Mixed train could 
have run one hour later? 

It was not only Mixed train schedules that 
could easily have been improved, but also 
Passenger trains.  Look at the Wednesday 
Rail Motor from Urana.  It necessitated a 
wait of 2 hours and 20 minutes at the de-
lights of The Rock station.  This was plenty 
of time to think about the meaning of life.  
Or more realistically to resolve never to 
travel by train again.  Theoretically this 
lengthy time meant that a connection was 
possible with the down Riverina Express to 
Albury.  But I think the chances of anyone 
really wanting that connection was very 
small. 

In the same area, why did the Rail Motor 
from Tumbarumba on Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays require a connection of 4 
hours at Wagga Wagga?  Again, theoreti-
cally, this provided a connection with the 

down Riverina Express, but any usefulness 
of this was negatived by there being no 
equivalent connection in the opposite di-
rection.  The schedulers of the NSWGR 
did know about the desirability of provid-
ing a reasonable connection.  They even 
did it with the Saturday service (29 min-
utes).  Why not on the other days? 

Another example was the Dubbo to 
Molong service.  On Mondays to Fridays 
this was operated by a slower vehicle, a 
Rail Motor whereas on Saturdays it was a 
Diesel Train.  Fair enough that the Rail 
Motor took longer.  But why in addition 
was the connecting time also made longer?  
Why could not the Mondays to Fridays 
train operate 40 minutes later and have the 
same connecting time as on Saturdays? 

I could cite innumerable other examples of 
lengthy connections, but will now only 
mention the worst one.  On Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays the passenger 
train service from Lake Cargelligo was 
augmented by a “Goods train with passen-
ger accommodation”.  Well, that’s good, 
except when our prospective passengers 
got to Temora they had 5 hours and 26 
minutes connection time!  Surely the wheat 
hoppers or empty biscuit wagons, or what-
ever it is was on the goods train, wouldn’t 
have been disadvantaged by running a few 
hours later. 

I said at the beginning that I wouldn’t 
quibble with the level of service offered 
(rather than the connections) with one 
minor exception.  Here is that exception.  

Why did they do it? 
by VICTOR ISAACS. 
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On Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and 
Saturdays a morning service was provided 
from Canberra.  This was a Mixed train 
from Canberra to Queanbeyan where it 
became a Passenger train to Goulburn.  In 
other words, it would have run slowly from 
Canberra to Queanbeyan, then 20 minutes 
were taken shunting off the goods wagons.  
What would have been the cost saving of 
running a Mixed for the mere 8 kilometres 
from Canberra to Queanbeyan?  Negligible 
in the extreme.  By running a Passenger 
train all the way at least 20 minutes could 

have been saved. 

Now comes my biggest grouch, and it also 
involves Canberra.  It involves not what 
was in the timetable book, but what was 
not.  This was the period when Canberra 
had just commenced its great growth spurt; 
when employees in their tens of thousands 
were being transferred from Melbourne to 
Canberra, but leaving relatives and friends 
behind.  Where did this publication tell 
these prospective travellers about the 
through services from Melbourne to Can-
berra and vice versa?  The overnight ser-

vice via a through carriage attached to the 
“Spirit of Progress” could eventually be 
discovered by close reading of a footnote 
(note “P”) in the Canberra-Goulburn table.  
Of the co-ordinated bus / “Intercapital 
Daylight” service there was not a mention.  
Not in the Canberra local table, not in the 
main south table, not in the Interstate ta-
bles! 

This was the period when the Railway 
Commissioners in their Annual Reports 
and elsewhere were forever complaining 
about losing country passenger traffic. 
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F or years, Totem Shopping Cen-
tre squatted like a giant toad in 
the middle of Balgowlah, a 

suburb next to Manly on Sydney Har-
bour. Reputedly the 3rd-oldest off-
street  shopping centre in Sydney, it 
dated from the 1950s and, by the early 
2000s was regarded as somewhat ‘past 
its use-by date’.  

When the Stockland company bought 
Totem in 2004, they proposed a major 
redevelopment on the site, a proposal 
which engendered a good deal of angst 
and which took several years to get 
through the Development Approval 
process at Council and the Land and 
Environment Court. One of the con-
cerns raised in the DA process was the 
provision to be made for shopping 
‘regulars’, especially the elderly, in-
firm and car-less to do their weekly 
shopping during the several years that 
the redevelopment was to consume. In 
an agreement hammered out between 
Stockland and Manly Council, Stock-
land agreed to partially fund a free bus 
service, to be run by the Council and 
to transport shoppers from their 
homes, to Balgowlah and onwards to 

the interim ‘shopping destinations’. 
Manly Council believed that this ser-
vice would also: 

entice people to use public transport 
in an environmentally friendly man-
ner, 

provide a realistic alternative to travel 
in the Manly area because of its sig-
nificant traffic snarls and parking 
problems 

provide access to many facilities not 
well served by existing bus services 
eg. the swim centre, skate board fa-
cilities, Clontarf beach, pool and re-
serve, etc. 

provide service to residential areas in 
a customer friendly manner by not 
forcing them to walk to main roads 
particularly where terrain is restric-
tive. 

provide a customer focused service 
with a direct emphasis on friendly 
helpful service. 

Totem was the key to the service and  
therefore to the routes and timetables– 
all 3 bus routes which were introduced 
pass through Balgowlah, where inter-
change between the three can take 

place (see map above). This was a of 
clear benefit to Stockland because it 
meant that the ties which previously 
bound shoppers to the Totem Shop-
ping Centre would not be completely 
severed. Although the service can 
be—and obviously is meant to be—
used to get shoppers from (say) Sea-
forth to Manly, the interchange  en-
sures that Balgowlah, and hence To-
tem, remains locked in their minds.  

The service commenced in mid-March 
2006, with 3 Toyota Coaster buses, 
and a Mercedes-Benz Vario. 

Stockland currently provide part of the 
funding for the service; broadly some-
where around 50% and other sponsors 
are being actively sought. There are 
also customer donations which con-
tribute towards fuel costs. 

The bus is ‘hailable’ from anywhere 
on the street and likewise will set 
down where required. Many of the 
streets are not serviced by the STA so 
there are no signposted stops. Desig-
nated bus zones are used though where 
appropriate or helpful. This occurs in 

(Continued on page 16) 

Hop, Skip & Jump 
by GEOFF LAMBERT and IAN ABBOTTSMITH 
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the Manly CBD and Balgowlah shops 
because of the busy nature of these 
locations. Stops in Fairlight St and 
Curban St Balgowlah Heights are 
popular with passengers. H,S & J stop 
signs have been erected in some loca-
tions to alert people to the service and 
entice them to congregate rather than 
spread out, however, the bus will still 
stop anywhere it is safe to do so. 

Initially, Sydney Buses expressed res-
ervations about the service, particu-
larly if the Council were to impose 
fares or donations to travel. It did how-
ever later endorse the service and has 
maintained a positive relationship 
since. The service has always been 
legal and correct within the Ministry 
of Transport guidelines. In its original 
form, official accreditation was not 
required but was later sought to enable 
the scope and nature to change as the 
service matured, to permit the accep-
tance of donations and to present the 
most professional image to the public.  

Patronage was satisfactory from the 
start and has grown since. In the first 
months, customer usage of the com-
munity bus service peaked during July 
2006, with school holidays contribut-
ing to a record 4,398 passenger jour-
neys made in one week. The number 
of passenger journeys in that month 
was 17,655 of which 14,009 (79.3%) 
travelled on the Manly/Fairlight route. 
This represented a daily average over 
the month of 569 passengers on all 
runs, compared to a daily average of 

477 during June 2006. After twenty 
weeks of operation, a total of 61,880 
passenger journeys had been made. On 
Friday 18 January 2008 the 500,000th 
passenger, Mrs Rose Hor stepped on 
to the Hop Skip & Jump. 

Although initially driven by concerns 
about access for the elderly, the ser-
vice was eventually designed to cater 
for all sections of the community. Pas-
senger surveys have indicated this to 
be the case. There are significant num-
bers of young people along with all 
other age groups. Whilst there is one 
bus with wheel chair loading facilities 
other buses have normal step entry 
thru a narrow door and the service has 
no helpers so overall it is not specifi-
cally designed for the infirm. 

After several months of operation pa-
tronage trends and a passenger survey 
lead to some refinement of the original 
routes and timetable: 

On the main Manly run the last week-
day trip at 6.30pm was deleted. On 
weekends the 7am start dropped back 
to 9am and the 6.30pm finish became 
5.30pm. 

Early and late Balgowlah Heights and 
Seaforth weekday services were re-
duced from half hourly to hourly and 
cut back from a 7.00am start to 
8.00/8.30am and from a 6.30pm finish 
to a 5.30/6.00pm finish. 

A second Manly service was intro-
duced by using the time resources 
saved from the above reductions and 

was essentially a reverse of the main 
Manly run.   

Patronage is now at approximately 
340,000 journeys per year or a weekly 
average of around 6500 trips. Maxi-
mum weekly patronage occurred last 
summer school holidays when in De-
cember a weekly total of 7600 was 
recorded. The service even attracts 
Manly Ferry commuters and others 
whose destination always would have 
been Manly Wharf rather than Totem. 

Redevelopment of Totem began in 
earnest in late 2007 and will take ap-
proximately 2 years. However, Manly 
Council has endorsed continuation of 
the service as a permanent feature of 
the Manly area. Two new vehicles 
have been purchased in the last twelve 
months and there are plans for future 
vehicle replacements.  

The Hop Skip and Jump timetable is 
available in PDF form on the web at 
http://www.manly.nsw.gov.au/Hop-
Skip-Jump-Bus.html. From this, 
Manly Council produces a double-
sided black and white leaflet, which is 
folded into “DL” form for distribution 
to users. 

The initiative has spawned several 
imitators in Sydney and Parramatta 
and other Councils are watching 
closely.  

Co-author, AATTC member and for-
mer Sydney Branch convenor Ian 
Abottsmith is a regular driver  with 
Hop Skip and Jump. 


